The
Artful Dodger
New City resident Linda Lichtenstein uses pen, pencil and paintbrush
to escape the pain of spinal degeneration.
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By Barbara Moroch

T

hey certainly commanded attention. They weren’t beautiful, but
powerful enough to take my
mind off the pain that brought me to the
offices of Dr. Jeffrey Friedman in Sleepy
Hollow this past April.
I sat in the chiropractor’s waiting
room, studying the pencil sketch portraits lining the walls. They were unlike
any I’d seen before — faces fragile yet
strong, body parts that hinted at longtime suffering, individuals whose life
experiences were manifested on their
form. On display here were the many
facets of the human condition – and the
beauty in its imperfection.
Later, I asked Dr. Friedman about the
collection and he told me they were created by his patient, Linda Lichtenstein
of New City. For the last 10 years, she
has been battling the debilitating effects
of spinal degeneration and Reflex
Sympathetic Dystrophy (RSD) – a severe
chronic pain disorder. It is not the kind
of pain a couple of
aspirin can alleviate,
but the kind that
necessitated having a
pain pump surgically
implanted into her
abdomen, administering time-released
doses of morphine
to keep her going. The unusual thing
about Linda, he explained, was that the
only time she is completely pain free is
when she draws. Pain medication allows
her to function, but art therapy allows
her to live.
It’s no wonder, then, that before I met
Linda for the first time, I expected to
see a woman ravaged by illness—weary,
perhaps bitter, looking older than her 56
years. Instead, I saw a smiling, youthful woman with a spiky blonde hairdo,
spunky attitude, shapely figure and
freshly manicured nails (red, of course!).
A woman who, like her art, commands
attention.
This is Linda Lichtenstein. LL. Larger
than Life.

numb and tingle. Neck pain, which had
been with her to varying degrees most of
her adult life, became more pronounced
in the ensuing months. A fateful visit to
a chiropractor (prior to her meeting Dr.
Friedman) made her pain even worse.
“It was like a bad vise around my head. I
couldn’t move!” Linda said.
RSD (now more commonly known
as CRPS) is a progressive neurological condition that affects skin, muscles,
joints, and bones. The syndrome’s onset
is unpredictable, but usually develops as
a result of trauma. In Linda’s case, the
trigger was aggressive spinal degeneration, which continues to affect her limbs
with varying degrees of burning pain,
excessive sweating, swelling, and sensitivity to touch. She’s also subject to frequent headaches and migraines.
A year after its onset, her condition
brought her to the offices of White Plains
orthopedist Dr. Seth Neubardt. After a

Linda with husband
Shelly, who she calls
“her rock.”

tion met with limited success, the relationship between doctor and patient was
a resounding one. Linda was impressed
by Dr. Kornel’s skills as a surgeon and
personal interest in her case. Over the
years, they have become close friends
and confidants, with
Kornel involved in all
of Linda’s subsequent
surgeries.
In 1999,
after a cervical spinal collapse, Linda
was evaluated at the
Yale Center for Pain
Management in New
Haven. The Yale doctor declared that a woman in her condition should be in a wheelchair. He
asked her what she does to combat the
pain. Linda replied that she worked out.
“Doesn’t that hurt?” the doctor asked.
“YA THINK???” Linda replied.
Later that year, Dr. Kornel and White
Plains orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Rudolph
Taddonio, installed a metal “cage”

TheunusualthingaboutLinda…wasthattheonly
timesheiscompletelypainfreeiswhenshedraws.
Painmedicationallowshertofunction,
butarttherapyallowshertolive.

◆

“I fight. I’m not going to be a burden to anyone,” proclaims Linda, whose
signs of illness first manifested in 1996,
during a car trip to Michigan with her
husband Shelly. One hour into the trip,
Linda felt her lower limbs begin to go

series of X rays noting advanced spinal
degeneration in the neck area, the doctor
looked at Linda and proclaimed: “You
know, I think you’re a good surgical candidate,” to which Linda volleyed back the
stock answer she gives whenever anyone
states the obvious: “YA THINK???”
The Medical Odyssey Begins
Linda’s medical history on paper
is as expansive in
breadth (and girth)
as the Physicians
Desk Reference
itself. In 1997, Dr.
Neubardt’s affiliate,
Dr. Ezriel Kornel of
the White Plainsbased Neurosurgeons
of New York, performed Linda’s first
surgery, operating on
two cervical disks.
Although the opera-

In less healthy days, trying hard to conceal her pain.
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around Linda’s spine to support what was left of it. Most
recently, she has had two lower back surgeries and between
50-75 nerve blocks over a 10 year period. “Sympathetic, epidural, burning of nerves.You name it, I’ve had it,” Linda says.
According to Dr. Friedman, RSD involves the brain’s misinterpretation of stimuli. “The pain is no longer in the extremities but is perceived – or centralized - in the brain without
an actual stimulus. In Linda’s case, she has a built in pain
program. Her body perceives it’s in danger, so real pain results
from stimuli that’s not there.” The challenge with CRPS, he
says, is to find techniques to alter or stop the misperception,
and to reeducate the brain to respond appropriately to given
stimuli.
Coping Strategies
“I refuse to stop moving because if I do, I’ll atrophy,” says
Linda, who for years has used exercise, breathing techniques
and ice packs to keep her functioning. She refers to having
an “angel” in this life, a man by the name of Bill Bedell of
Ardsley, who she met through word of mouth. Bedell had
given up a lucrative profession in international banking to
start his own gym facility, primarily catering to high-stress
executives.
“He was my physical trainer — and my hero. I am not a
physical person; I’d rather be a couch potato. But he said ‘If
you’re not going to have fun, you’re not going to be here.’”
Bill took control of her life and wellbeing, and they became
close friends in the
process. Together,
they worked out a
few times a week
– on the elliptical,
the leg press, the
free weights. “I was
great,” Linda proclaimed, “all these
Linda with her
macho men would be
trusted neurolothere for me to torgist, conﬁdant
and pal, Dr.
ment!”
Ezriel Kornel.
Bill passed away
a few years ago,
something Linda
struggles to recount even to this day. Coincidentally – or perhaps cosmically – it was Bill who had introduced her to Dr.
Jeff Friedman, who stepped into the role of Linda’s “angel”
after Bill’s passing. “There’s such a chemistry between Jeff
and me,” Linda says. “He absorbs my pain in his hands. It’s
amazing.” All of this praise does not come without some cost
to the good doctor, however. When Linda visits his office
for the occasional treatment to relieve nerve tension, she’d
scream out in her best mock-theatrical voice “The pain! The
pain! Ouch!!!” in an effort to clear his waiting room but, “his
patients are too devoted,” she sighed.
Linda is not without her lapses into depression, which do
come from time to time. “I go into very, very dark places,”
she says. “I go underground and want to be alone. I go up
in my room and just watch old movies and wallow.” Perhaps
most painful of all is the sense of isolation she sometimes feels
because of her physical limitations. “Pain segregates you. I’ve
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“There’s such
a chemistry
between Jeff
and me…he
absorbs my
pain in his
hands, says
Linda of
Dr. Jeffrey
Friedman,
seen here during a recent
session.

lost friends because I can’t do a lot of
things, like go to concerts or a baseball
game. It gets very lonely.”
Artist of the portrait
“If I’m in pain when I’m drawing, I’m
not focused,” says Linda, whose impressive collection of artwork is evident
everywhere around her home – on the
walls, propped up in corners, displayed
in oversized portfolios.
Her early career in art was promising,
having studied it in college. She became
an art teacher for a while, and enjoyed
having her work featured in local exhibitions. Eventually, though, the demands
of marriage and raising a family left no
time for her craft. Later, her upwardlymobile career as an administrator with
the Department of Social Services was
interrupted by illness. “Although I didn’t
do so consciously, I put down my drawing materials for 20 years,” she said.
Six years ago, she picked those drawing materials up again. “I apprehensively
proceeded to draw my son’s foot. He
thought I was being funny, but I was
rediscovering my passion: creating art
through people.”

Her son’s foot marked the beginning of a large series of works titled
“Bodyscapes,” which, she says, portray
“the most sensitive parts of the body, the
parts that talk to me. They are the eyes,
hands and feet.” Using pencil, pen and
ink, and charcoal, she sketches what she

sees: the strength of the human body and
spirit. She sees the weathered and wise
faces of today’s senior citizens and captures them in portraits like “Laughter,”
and “The Park Bench,” from her most
valued “Senior Moments” series. She sees
the chiseled, still-defiant faces of Mick

Her granddaughter will never
forget the precious time
they’re spending together.
When Mary was told she was unlikely to get better, she decided to spend as much time as she could at home with
her granddaughter. She asked her family to contact Hospice & Palliative Care of Westchester. Now a team of
experts oversees her care, manages her pain, and provides emotional and spiritual support for the entire family.
Hospice care is available to patients of all ages with any disease. Call us at 914-682-1484 ext. 32.

Your Life.
Your Decision.
Our Help.

95 South Broadway, 4th floor, White Plains, New York 10601
Tel: 914-682-1484 www.hospiceofwestchester.com
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Jagger and Keith Richards of The Rolling
Stones, other favorite subjects who have
filled her canvases on multiple occasions.
She sees.
These days, Linda is fully immersed in
painting, drawing, quilting and knitting
activities, as her hand always has to move to
avoid deterioration of her fine motor skills.
Her work has been featured in both
juried and non-juried exhibitions

throughout the tri-state area, and she’s
garnered awards from such organizations
as Manhattan Arts International, New
York Artists Online and The Pen & Brush.
Linda’s best creations? Her two chidren,
Ian, age 31 and Carly, age 26. They—
along with her daughter-in-law, a new
grandchild, and Shelly, her devoted husband of 34 years—are her pride and joy.
She considers success as an ongoing
process. “You’re just never there.You’re
just striving to do your personal best.
And if you get bored, you have to challenge yourself.You can’t ever stop.
“I love to be taught…and I’m determined to be an accomplished person. I
want to do everything that I love to do.”
That’s Linda Lichtenstein. LL. Larger
than Life. ■
Contact her: To learn more about
Linda and find out about her upcoming exhibitions, visit www.newyorkartists.net/lichtenstein/linda or e-mail
lhlichtenstein@hotmail.com.

Using pencil,
pen and ink, and
charcoal, Linda
sketches what
she sees: the
strength of the
human body and
spirit.

See her art:
Blue Door Art Association,
juried exhibition:
“Portraits: Windows of the Soul”
Yonkers Riverfront Library,
November 2 through December 29
One Larkin Center, Yonkers,
(914) 337-1500
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